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Cautionary Notes about Robot Operation

Warning

Personnel or contractors who are involved with the supply or installation of robots must 

perform a risk assessment on industrial robots that are connected to Canon Industrial 

Imaging Platform Vision Edition-U in order to reduce risk to an acceptable level within the 

scope of their responsibility.

Disclaimer

Trademarks

The company names and product names contained herein are the registered trademarks 

or trademarks of their respective owners.

When applying this product to an actual production system, be sure to thoroughly read 

the contents and disclaimers of the user manuals for your network camera, industrial PC, 

industrial robot, and Power over Ethernet Hub.



Introduction

This manual is a procedural manual that aims for readers to quickly learn the procedure 

for linking an image processing unit using Vision Edition together with a Universal Robot for 

usage. Thoroughly read this manual before usage, and be sure to use this software 

properly.

The operation methods and explanatory screens may vary depending on the version of 

each piece of software.

Check the Canon website for the latest product information and details of image 

processing functions.

English

https://www.canon-europe.com/support/products/industrial-imaging-platform/
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System Configuration

Image Processing Controller

Vision Edition

Power over Ethernet Hub

UR Controller

Network Camera

Polyscope

Vision Edition URCap

Robot

IP: 192.168.0.xx

It is necessary to ensure that the image processing controller, camera, and 

UR Controller are connected by Ethernet cables, and TCP/IP communication is 

enabled between each device.

Trigger

Image processing result

IP: 192.168.0.zz

IP: 192.168.0.yy

Ethernet Ethernet

Ethernet
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Software Versions

The following versions of Polyscope are supported:
Polyscope 5.4.0 or higher (UR3e/UR5e/UR10e)

Polyscope 3.10.0 or higher (UR3/UR5/UR10)

Work Flow

Preliminary setup 1: Camera settings
The network camera to be used with Vision Edition must have camera settings done in advance. 

→ Configure camera settings referring to "Appendix A". If camera settings have been completed,

Proceed to "Chapter 1".

Preliminary setup 2: Vision Edition Network Settings
If the IP address for Vision Edition is not set yet, it must be set.

→ Configure settings referring to "Appendix B". If settings have been completed, proceed to 

"Chapter 1".

Step 1: Device Connections
→ Proceed to "Chapter 1".

Step 2: Vision Edition Settings
→ Proceed to "Chapter 2".

Step 3: UR Controller Settings
→ Proceed to "Chapter 3".
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Device Connections



１．Image processing controller

*Vision Edition-U Main Unit

２．Network camera

*This manual uses the VB-H45 for 

explanations. Refer to the Vision Edition 

user manual for 

supported cameras.

３．Display (no specific model)

* Screen resolution 1024 x 768 or greater

４．Mouse and Keyboard (Any model)

５．Power over Ethernet Hub (Any model)

*Hub with 3 or more ports required

６．Ethernet cable (Any model)

*Straight, Cat 6 or better 

recommended
*3 cables required

7．UR Controller + Robot

Device Connections

Required Devices

7

1

Image 
Processing
Controller



Image Processing 
Controller

(1) Connect Devices

8

Perform wiring as shown in the figure below.

Power over Ethernet Hub

Note

Connect the camera to the power supply port of the PoE Hub.

When wiring is finished, turn on the power of the image processing controller and UR 

controller.

1
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Vision Edition Settings



Vision Edition Settings

Create a 2D code recognition job as a sample for Vision Edition and then configure 

settings for communicating with Polyscope.

●(1) Create a New Job

Create a new image processing setting file (job).

●(2) Register the Camera

Register the camera to be used in the image processing setting file (job).

●(3) Edit the Flowchart

Create a flowchart for the image processing. Add the 2D Code Reader Unit

here.

●(4) Configure Capture Settings and Register a Master Image

Configure the capture parameters and register a master image.

●(5) Edit the 2D Code Reader Unit

Configure settings for the area and parameters for recognizing the 2D 

code.

●(6) Execute Debugging in Offline Mode

Check that the created job operates properly by executing debugging in 

offline mode.

●(7) Prepare for Communication with Polyscope

Configure settings for communicating with Polyscope.

10

2
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(1) Create a New Job

Create a new image processing setting file (job).

Start up Vision Edition.1

Click [New Job].

Select [New Job] and then click [Next].

Change the job name to any value and then click [OK].

3

Note

If a job name is displayed in red, the name 
cannot be selected because there is already 

a job with the same name.
In addition, you cannot use an "_" (underscore).

Click the [JOB] icon.2

2
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Under [Assign Jobs], click the [▼] button next to [JOB 1].

Select the job you created previously, then click [Open].4

If the specified job file name is 

displayed as shown in the 

figure on the left and each 

button is enabled, 

preparation is complete.

2
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(2) Register the Camera

Click the [Camera Settings] icon.1

Note

If the camera cannot be connected, perform 

the following steps:

・Confirm the camera's LED is ON.
・Confirm the LAN cables are connected.
・Double-check the user name and password.
・Ping the IP from a computer.

*Reference: Default settings for the 

industrial camera (N10-W02)
・IP Address: 192.168.0.90

・Port No.: 80

・User Name: admin

・Password: password

Register the camera to be used in the job.

Enter the setting values for the camera and then click [Connect].

* Camera settings and Vision Edition network settings are required in advance. 

If they are not set, configure settings referring to "Appendix A" and "Appendix B".

2

If the model name is displayed,

the camera is connected.

2
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* Detailed image capture conditions will be configured in 

a separate procedure.

Note

If the image is flipped, refer to "(8) Configure the 
Camera's Video Flip Setting" in "Appendix A".

Memo

If 2 or more cameras will be connected, switch the 
camera tabs and configure the same settings.

Click [OK].3

2
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Click the [Master Image Settings] icon. Then, under [1. Select Camera], click [Add].4

Next, register the camera on the flowchart.

(If you are connecting only 1 camera, this step can be omitted.)

Select the camera to be added and then click [OK].

* Camera 1 is preregistered.5

Click [OK].6

2
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(3) Edit the Flowchart

Create a flowchart for the image processing. Add the 2D Code Reader Unit here.

Click the [Edit Flowchart] icon.1

From the list of units on the left side, drag and drop [2D Code Reader] into the 

flowchart area.2

2
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Lastly, click the [Select] icon on the top of the flowchart.

(Do this to avoid inadvertently connecting/disconnecting 

a unit.)

Click the [Disconnect] icon on the top of the flowchart.

After clicking [CAPT – 001], click [End]. Make sure that the flow is disconnected.3

Click the [Connect] icon on the top of the flowchart.

After clicking [CAPT – 001], click [2DCOD - 002]. Make sure that the flow is 

connected. In the same way, connect the [2DCOD - 002] and [End] units.

4

2
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(4) Configure Capture Settings and Register a Master Image

Arrange the camera and the target workpiece (QR code) as shown in the figure 

below. Align the QR code to the center of the lens.1

QR code (sample)

1.5 m

On the Edit Flowchart screen, double-click [CAPT – 001].2

Visible range

Configure the capture parameters and register a master image.

First, arrange the camera and target object.

Next, configure settings for capture parameters.

Click [Configure] next to Camera 1.3

* If you cannot select 

Camera 2 or higher, perform 

Step 4 and thereafter in "(2) 

Register the Camera".

For the QR code, print this page on 

A4-size paper, then cut out the QR 

code sample on the left and tape it 

to a box or the like.

2
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Click the [Capture 2] tab.

Place a checkmark next to [Adjust Pan/Tilt/Zoom].

Adjust Pan, Tilt, and Zoom so that the  QR code is in the center of the screen.

4

* The image zooms in more with 

a smaller zoom value.

2
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Next, register a master image.

Click the [Others] tab.

Click [Add Master Image].5

Click [Add Image].

Select the added [Master Image001] and then click [Capture Image].6

Click [Register]. A preview of the registered image is displayed.

Click [OK].7

①

②

③

2
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Click [OK].8

Click [OK].9

2
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(5) Edit the 2D Code Reader Unit

On the Edit Flowchart screen, double-click [2DCOD – 002].1

Select [Master Image001]. Select [001: Capture].

Drag to create a search 

region that encloses the 

QR code.

(3) Right-click

to fix the region.

×

(1) Drag

(2) Drop

Configure settings for the area and parameters for recognizing the 2D code.

Configure settings for the master image and target image.2

On the [Region] tab, click [Edit].

Use the drag and drop operation to set the scan region, then right-click to fix it.3

2
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Click the [Configuration] tab and then remove the checkmark from [Require data 

dict. validation].4

Make sure that the QR code is recognized as shown in the figure below.

Click [OK].5

2
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Check that the created job operates properly by executing debugging in offline mode.

(6) Execute Debugging in Offline Mode

2
Click the [Trigger] icon.

The job will be executed. Confirm that capturing is performed and that the QR code 

is recognized.

1

If the string is read and displayed in 

yellow, the process was successful.

The overall judgement settings 

have not been set yet, so it does 

not matter if the upper right of 

the screen displays "NG".
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(7) Prepare for Communication with Polyscope

Configure settings for communicating with Polyscope.

On the Vision Edition top screen, click the [External Connection Settings] icon.1

Place a checkmark next to [External Trigger (PLC)].

Under [External Device], place a checkmark next to [PLC], and then click [Configure].2

2

Note

Any item marked with "Robot" in Vision Edition refers to COBOTTA manufactured by Denso 

Wave. Please be aware this is unrelated to the Universal Robot.
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Enter "127.0.0.1" for the IP address and "30000" (*) for the port number, then click [Run 

Test]. "Communication successful. Connection to PLC established. " should be 

displayed. Lastly, click [OK].

* The default is 3000. You must change the value to 30000.

3

2

Memo

If "Cannot connect to the PLC. " is displayed, restart the 

Vision Edition Interface.

Confirm that the Vision Edition Interface icon is located 

in the task tray of the image processing controller.

If the icon is not displayed, restart the Vision Edition 

Interface.

Image Processing Controller

Vision Edition

UR Controller

Polyscope

Vision Edition URCap

Vision Edition communicates with Polyscope through an IF module called 

Vision Edition Interface. Communication settings for Vision Edition and Vision 

Edition Interface are set in steps 2 and 3.

<Step 2>

Because Vision Edition uses the PLC communication method for 

communicating with Vision Edition Interface, select [PLC] in Step 2.

<Step 3>

Because Vision Edition and Vision Edition Interface run on the same PC, 

manually enter "127.0.0.1" for the IP address. Also, Vision Edition Interface uses 

port 30000, so enter "30000" for the port number.

Communication between Vision Edition and Polyscope

Vision Edition

Interface
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Click the [Data] tab. *If you accidentally close the window, return to Step 1.

For No. 01, set [Unit] - [2D Code Reader] - [Code Count] - [Output Value].

Click [OK].

4

Memo

[Detected Text Strings] for the 2D code 
reader cannot be returned. If [Detected Text 
Strings] is set, the detected character count is 
returned.

Next, set the return value for Polyscope.

In this example, configure settings so that the code count for the 2D code reader is returned.

2

The return value set here is stored in the
variable set for Result in Polyscope.

Click the [Log Records] icon.5

Next, configure settings to save the screenshot logs.
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On the [Log Images] tab, set [Screenshots] to [Save].6

Click [OK] and close the Log Records screen.7

Put Vision Edition online.

On the Vision Edition top screen, click the [offline] button.

In the Job Save Confirmation dialog, click [OK].

8

2

Note

This setting is absolutely required because if screenshot logs are not set to be saved, 

confirmation of communication with Polyscope will fail.
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UR Controller Settings



UR Controller Settings

Configure settings on the Polyscope side. In this example, configure settings so that the 2D 

code recognition job created in Vision Edition is called.

●(1) Install URCap

Install Vision Edition URCap in Polyscope.

●(2) Configure Network Settings

Configure network settings for Polyscope.

●(3) Set Communication with Vision Edition

Configure settings for communicating with Vision Edition.

●(4) Create a Program

Create a program that integrates with Vision Edition.

●(5) Supplement: Set Job Numbers and Return Values

This describes settings for job numbers and return values.

30

3
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(1) Install URCap

Install Vision Edition URCap in Polyscope.

Store the file on USB memory and then insert the USB memory into the UR Controller 

Teach Pendant.2

Open [Settings] for Polyscope.3

3
Obtain URCap.

Download "VisionEditionURCap-x.x.x.urcap" from the URL below.

English

https://www.canon-europe.com/support/products/industrial-imaging-platform/

1

Install URCap.

Under [System], select [URCaps] and then click [+].

Select "VisionEditionURCap-x.x.x.urcap". Click [Open] and then [Restart]. Polyscope will restart.

After restarting, open [System] and then [URCaps] in the same way, and then confirm that 

[VisionEditionURCap] is displayed.

4
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(2) Configure Network Settings

Open [Settings] for Polyscope.1

Configure network settings for Polyscope.

Select [System] and then [Network], and then select [Static Address].2

Set "192.168.0.110" (*) for [IP address] and "255.255.255.0" for [Subnet mask], and then 

click [Apply].

* Although the IP address can be changed to a value that is appropriate for the 

environment (192.168.0.xx: xx=1 to 254), be careful to avoid using the same IP 

address as any other device on the network.

3

3
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(3) Set Communication with Vision Edition

In [Installation], under [URCaps], select [Canon Vision Edition].

For [IP Address], enter the IP address of the image processing controller.1

Configure settings for communicating with Vision Edition.

Click [Connect]. After clicking, wait about 5 seconds. Confirm that "Connection OK!" 

is displayed.2

3

Note

If the connection cannot be established, perform the following steps:

(1) Check if the LAN cable is disconnected.

(2) Confirm that the LEDs for the LAN ports on the Hub and controller are lit up.

(3) Try sending a ping from the image processing controller to the IP of Polyscope.

(4) Confirm the IP address of the image processing controller.
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Click [One Shot]. After clicking, wait about 5 seconds. Confirm that "Connection OK!" 

is displayed.3

3

Note

If the connection cannot be established, perform the following steps:

(1) Ensure Vision Edition is online.

(2) Confirm the job created in Vision Edition is assigned to JOB1. (Refer to (1) in Chapter 2.)

(3) Confirm the communication settings in Vision Edition are done properly. (Refer to (7) in 

Chapter 2.)
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(4) Create a Program

Select [Program].

In [URCaps], insert [2D Barcode Detection(Vision Edition)].1

Create a program that uses Vision Edition.

In this example, first, try creating a program that operates the robot if one or more 2D 

codes are detected.

3
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Enter [1] for the [Job Number].2

3

Remove the checkmark from [Select variables].

Set [Timeout(sec)] to "60".3

Memo

If there is no response from the image processing side within the timeout (sec) period, a message box 
stating that the operation has timed out is displayed. In this message box, select either connect or 
disconnect.
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In [Advanced], insert the [If] unit.

Click the [f(x)] section.4

3

Enter [VE_2Dbarcode≧1].

*Select [VE_2Dbarcode] from the [Variable] list.5
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In the [If] child node, insert [Move], and then set multiple arbitrary instances of [Waypoint].6

This completes the creation of the program.

Execute the program to check its operation.

Next, referring to the flow figure below, create a program that loops back and 

continually executes [2D Barcode Detection] when no 2D code is detected, and 

begins operating the robot when 1 or more 2D codes are detected.

3
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(5) Supplement: Set Job Numbers and Return Values

This describes settings for job numbers and return values.

3
(1) Trigger

(JOB1)

Capture 

command

Image

Image 

Processing

External connection setting

(2) JOB1: 2D recognition

Execution

Vision Edition 

URCap

Variable setting for 

return value storage

Polyscope Vision Edition

JOB assignment settings

Job Number setting

(3) Image 

processing 

result

Flow of control

(1) Trigger

This triggers Vision Edition to execute the job number set in Polyscope.

(2) Job execution

The job (image processing flow) assigned to the specified job number is executed.

(3) Image processing result return

The return value set in the external connection settings is returned to Polyscope.

The return value is stored at the variable for return value storage  (VE_2Dbarcode, etc.) 

set in Polyscope.

(5-1) Set Job Numbers

[Job Number] specifies the number of the job to be executed.  It corresponds to the 

assignment of jobs in Vision Edition (refer to (1) in Chapter 2 for the setting method).

For the description of [2D Barcode Detection], Polyscope does not manage the image 

processing flows, and merely issues the trigger to execute JOB1. To avoid confusion, 

we recommend that you create an image processing flow that matches the 

description of [2D Barcode Detection] and configure settings so that this job is 

executed.

Polyscope Vision Edition
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The followings are example flows in Vision Edition that correspond to the commands in 

Polyscope.

By using Polyscope commands that match the contents of the image processing job, 

the flow of the image processing will be obvious, and it will be easier to manage programs.

Polyscope commands Example Vision Edition flow

* To be created by the user

3

Note

There is no problem if the image processing commands selected in Polyscope 

do not match the job in Vision Edition.
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Polyscope commands Example Vision Edition flow

* To be created by the user

3
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Polyscope commands Example Vision Edition flow

* To be created by the user

User's original flow

Cannot be used

3

Note

Universal Robot cannot be operated from Vision Edition using [Robot Control Units].

Any item marked with "Robot" in Vision Edition refers to COBOTTA manufactured by Denso 

Wave. Please be aware this is unrelated to the Universal Robot.
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(5-2) Set Return Values

The return value from Vision Edition is stored in the variable set for [Result].  

If setting arbitrary valuables, place a checkmark next to [Select variables].

The return values from Vision Edition correspond to the external connection 

settings (refer to (7) in Chapter 2 for the setting method).

The data that can be received is only No. 01. However, if you used the 

[Canon Vision Edition] command, then 10 pieces of data can be received.

Polyscope Vision Edition

3

<If the same image processing command is used multiple times>

For this example, 2D_Barcode Detection(Vision Edition) is used.

When the first image processing command is inserted, a variable called 

[VE_2Dbarcode] is created. [VE_2Dbarcode] is added to the [Result] list.

When the same image processing command is inserted again, a variable called 

[VE_2Dbarcode_1] is created.

However, this result is also set as [VE_2Dbarcode] in the [Result] list, so the first 

image processing result will be overwritten by the second image processing result.

Accordingly, when you add a second command, you must check [Select 

variables] and specify [VE_2Dbarcode_1]. The same applies for a third command.
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Camera settings



１．Network camera

* This manual uses the VB-H45 

for explanations. Refer to the Vision 

Edition user manual for 

supported cameras

.

２．Power over Ethernet Hub

(Any model)
* Hub with 2 or more ports required

３．Windows PC

* This manual uses screenshots from 

Windows 7/10 for explanations.

４．Ethernet cable (Any model)

* Straight, Cat 6 or better

recommended
*2 cables required

Camera settings

To use a Canon network camera with Vision Edition, you must configure the camera 

settings in advance. This chapter describes the procedure for configuring the settings for 

a network camera (VB-H45) that still has the factory default settings.

Required Devices

Make sure the following devices are available.

45

Quick Help

Case 1: I want to reset the camera to the factory default settings before configuring it.
→ Proceed to "(1) Reset the Camera to the Factory Settings".

Case 2: I want to configure a camera that has the factory default settings.
→ Proceed to "(2) Connect the Camera to a PC".

Case 3: I know the camera's administrator name and password, but I forgot the IP address.
→ Perform the steps in "(2) Connect the Camera to a PC" and "(5) Configure the PC 

Network Settings", and then proceed to "(6) Reference: Using the Camera Management 

Tool to Find the Camera's IP Address".

Case 4: I forgot the camera's administrator name and password.
→"Proceed to (1) Reset the camera to the factory settings".

Case 5: I know the camera's administrator name, password, and IP address.
→ Perform the steps in "(2) Connect the Camera to a PC" and "(5) Configure the PC 

Network Settings",
→ Proceed to "(7) Set the Camera's JPEG Compression Ratio".

* An industrial camera (N10-W02) can be used 

immediately with the factory default settings.

A



(1) Reset the Camera to the Factory Settings

46

Turn ON the power to the PoE hub, and connect one end of a LAN cable to the power supply 

port on the PoE hub. Do not connect the other end of the LAN cable to the camera yet.1

Use a pointed object such as the tip of a pen to press in and hold the Reset switch.

With the Reset switch pressed in, connect the LAN cable to the network camera.

Wait about 5 seconds, and then release the Reset switch.

The LED on the network camera flashes and the initial settings are restored. Once 

the camera pans/tilts slightly, the process is complete.

2

[For VB-H45 and VB-S30D Mk II]

The following settings will be applied when you reset the camera to the factory default settings.
IP address: DHCP (Initial IP: 192.168.100.1）

Administrator name: None

Administrator password: None

PoE hub

PoE PoE Non-PoE Non-PoE

Camera unit

Do not connect the LAN cable yet.

If you have forgotten the camera's administrator name and password, reset the camera 

to the factory default settings.

Note

It might take some time for the camera's initialization process to finish (about 5 minutes).

[VB-H45] [VB-S30D Mk II]

A

Reset Switch

Reset Switch
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For [N10-W02]

The following settings will be applied when you reset the camera to the factory default settings.

IP address: 192.168.0.90

Administrator name: admin

Administrator password: password

Use a LAN cable to connect the camera to the power supply port on the PoE hub, 

and turn ON the power to the PoE hub.1

PoE hub

PoE PoE Non-PoE Non-PoE

Use a pointed object such as the tip of a pen to press in the Reset switch on the 

back of the camera.2

A



(2) Connect the Camera to a PC

48

PoE hub

Use LAN cables to connect the Windows PC and the network camera to the PoE 

hub. Connect the network camera to the power supply port on the PoE hub.

* Do not connect any devices other than the camera and the Windows PC. 

Otherwise, the identical IP addresses might be used.

1

PoE PoE Non-PoE Non-PoE

Camera unit Windows PC

Turn ON the Windows PC and PoE hub. (Unless the power is already ON.)

Wait about 30 seconds for the camera to finish starting up. (When the network camera's 

LED comes on and the camera moves slightly in the pan and tilt directions, the startup 

process is complete.)

2

LED

A



(3) Configure the PC Network Settings
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Open the Control Panel.1

Click [Change adapter settings].3

Configure the Windows PC's network settings in order to configure the network camera 

settings.  Change the PC's IP address to "192.168.100.100" (*).

* Although the IP address can be changed to a value that is appropriate for the 

environment (192.168.100.xx: xx=1 to 254), avoid using "192.168.100.1" because that is the 

default value for the network camera.

[Windows 7] [Windows 10]

Click [View network status and tasks].2
[Windows 7] [Windows 10]

[Windows 7] [Windows 10]

A
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Select [Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/IPv4)], and then click [Properties].5

Right-click [Local Area Connection] (Windows 7) or [Ethernet] (Windows 10), and 

select [Properties] from the menu that is displayed.4

[Windows 7] [Windows 10]

[Windows 7] [Windows 10]

A
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Select [Use the following IP address:], and enter the following settings.

IP address (example): 192.168.100.100

Subnet mask: 255.255.255.0 

Click [OK].

6

[Windows 7] [Windows 10]

Close [Local Area Connection Properties] (Windows 7) or [Ethernet Properties] 

(Windows 10).7

[Windows 7] [Windows 10]

A
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(4) Register a Camera Administrator, and Configure an IP Address

Open a browser, and enter [192.168.100.1] in the address bar.1

* If the window for setting the camera does not open, try the following steps.
(1) Check if the LAN cable is disconnected.

(2) Restart the PoE hub.

(3) Use the following procedure to check if the PC's IP address is the same as the one 

set in "(3) Configure the PC Network Settings".

<1> Type "cmd" in the search field in the Start menu to open the command prompt.

<2> Type "ipconfig" in the command prompt, and press the Enter key.

<3> Check the IPv4 address.

Enter the administrator name and password that you want to set, and then click 

[Apply and reboot].

Administrator Name (example): admin

Password (example): password

2

Memo

The factory default setting for the camera is DHCP, however if the camera is turned on and no DHCP 
server is available, after 30 seconds the default IP address is set to [192.168.100.1] and the camera can be 
connected to via a browser.
Please note that "Auto (DHCP)" in the camera's Network Settings menu must be changed to "Manual" in 
Step 3 below.

Register an administrator and configure an IP address for the network camera.

A
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In the [Basic] > [Network] menu, change the [IPv4 Address Settings Method] to [Manual].

Then, change [IPv4 Address] to "192.168.0.2" (*), and click [Apply and reboot].

* Although the IP address can be changed to a value that is appropriate for the 

environment (192.168.0.xx: xx=1 to 254), be careful to avoid using the same IP address as 

any other device on the network. In particular, do not use the following default IP 

addresses of the related devices.

3

Network Device IP Address Subnet Mask

Industrial camera (N10-W02) 192.168.0.90 255.255.255.0

After the camera reboots, enter the administrator name and password in the dialog 

box that appears, and then click [OK].

A
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Wait about 30 seconds for the camera to finish starting up. (When the network camera's 

LED comes on and the camera moves slightly in the pan and tilt directions, the startup 

process is complete.)

(The following message is displayed in the browser, but it is safe to ignore it.)

In the following dialog box, click [OK].

A



(5) Configure the PC Network Settings

55

Change the Windows PC's IP address.

For detailed steps, refer to "(3) Configure the PC Network Settings".1

Change the IP address of the Windows PC to "192.168.0.200" (*) so that it is on the same 

network as the network camera.

* Although the IP address can be changed to a value that is appropriate for the environment 

(192.168.0.xx: xx=1 to 254), be careful to avoid using the same IP address as any other device on 

the network. In particular, do not use the following default IP addresses of the related devices.

Network Device IP Address Subnet Mask

Industrial camera (N10-W02) 192.168.0.90 255.255.255.0

[Windows 7] [Windows 10]

A



(6) Reference: Using the Camera Management Tool to Find the 
Camera's IP Address

56

Access the following website from a Windows PC.

https://www.canon-

europe.com/support/consumer_products/product_ranges/network_cameras/

1

Select the applicable product, and click the [DOWNLOAD] button for 

[Camera Management Tool Verx.x.x].2

You can use the Camera Management Tool to search for a camera with an unknown IP address.

First, install the Camera Management Tool on the Windows PC.

Download the file to any folder.

Extract the archive (zip file) you downloaded.

Referring to the Readme created in the decompression location, install the software.

3

A
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Start the Camera Management Tool.4

Click . Next, click [Search].5

Use the Camera Management Tool to search for a camera.

All network cameras that are on the same network are shown.

The IP address is shown in the IPv4 Address column.

* Industrial cameras (N10-W02) will not appear in this search.

5

A



(7) Set the Camera's JPEG Compression Ratio

58

Open a browser, and enter the camera's IP address "192.168.0.2" in the address bar.

Enter the user name (example: admin) and the password (example: password), and 

then click [OK].

1

Access the network camera and set the JPEG compression ratio.

Select the [Video and Audio] → [Video] menu.

In the [JPEG] section, change [Video Size: Upload/Memory card] to "1920 x 1080".

In the [JPEG] section, change [Video Quality: 1920 x 1080] from "6" to "10".

(The higher the value, the higher the quality.)

Click [Apply].

2

A
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(8) Configure the Camera's Video Flip Setting

Configure the video flip setting according to the condition in which the camera is installed.

Suspended from the ceiling

→ Disable video flip

Placed on a desk

→ Enable video flip

Open a browser, and enter the camera's IP address "192.168.0.2" in the address bar.

Enter the user name (example: admin) and the password (example: password), and 

then click [OK].

1

A
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Select the [Camera] → [Camera] menu.

In the [Installation Conditions] section, change [Video Flip] to either "Enable" or "Disable".

Click [Apply].

2

In the following dialog box, click [OK].

Suspended from the ceiling

→ "Disable"

Placed on a desk

→ "Enable"

A



Appendix B
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Vision Edition

Network Settings



Vision Edition Network Settings

This describes the procedure for setting the IP address for Vision Edition.

(1) Set an IP Address

62

Start up Vision Edition.1

Click the [System Settings] icon.2

If system protection is enabled, click [Unprotect].3

Next to [LAN Settings], click [Set].4

B
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The Network Connections screen is opened. Referring to Steps 4 to 7 in "Appendix A 

(3) Configure the PC Network Settings", set the IP address.

IP address (example): 192.168.0.100

Subnet mask: 255.255.255.0

5

B
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Contact Us

Check the Canon website for inquiries related to this product.

English

https://www.canon-europe.com/support/products/industrial-imaging-platform/

The contents of this manual are current as of August 2019. The specifications of the software and the contents described in this

manual are subject to change without notice.

© CANON INC. 2019


